Abstract. In this paper we consider certain semidiscrete and fully discrete Galerkin approximations to the solution of an initial-boundary value problem for a second-order hyperbolic equation with a dissipative term. Estimates are obtained in the energy and negative norms associated with the problem, yielding in particular //'-and L2-error estimates. The approximation to the initial data is taken, in this case, as the projection with respect to the energy inner product, onto the approximating space. We also obtain estimates for higher-order time derivatives.
The domain fi c RN is bounded with smooth boundary 3fi. L is the second-order elliptic operator where a,/ = a,, e C°°(ß) and £0,/*)«;, > ß\tf Vx g Q, Vf g Rn, ß > 0. '.7 We associate the bilinear form a(u,v) = /J£ a^^ + a^dx with L. The term aD,u(t, x), a > 0, represents a retarding or frictional force which causes dissipation of energy. Our aim is to extend the convergence analysis for conservative hyperbolic equations by Geveci [5] and Baker and Bramble [1] to include a dissipative term of the above form.
The problem (1.1) and its approximation is considered in the framework of certain subspaces Hs(tl) of the Sobolev spaces Hs(il), as in [1] , [2] , [5] and [7] : HS(Q) = {v g Hs(Sl):LJv = 0 on 8fi for; < s/2), s > 0.
h°°(q)= n#w-
5>0
The eigenvalues of the operator L with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions form a sequence {Xj}JLx of real, positive, nondecreasing numbers with corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions {(pj}JLx, complete in L2(ß). Hs(ü) can then be defined equivalently as [4] H° ( defines an inner product on L2(ß) (Thomée [7] ). In the formulation and presentation of the convergence analysis, we shall mainly follow Geveci [5] . Let X denote the space X = H1^) X L2(Q) with the 'energy' inner product ((U,V))0 = a(u,v)+(ù,ù).
For U g H"+1(ü) X Hq(ü), we have the norm \\\U\\\2q = ||w||2 + 1 + ||w||2. The initialboundary value problem can now be written as an evolution equation for U(t) = [u(t), ù(t)]T ^ X: 
Therefore, ll|£/(Olllo<llli/(j)lllo, t>s>0.
Furthermore, for U(t) g Hq+1(íl) X Hq(ti), we have the regularity result:
(1.5) lllt/(0IH,< \\\U(s)\\\q, t>s>0.
In fact, jt\\\U(t)\\\q = jt\\\AqU(t)\U
The semidiscrete Galerkin approximation to (1.1) is derived from the formulation (Dfu(t), <p) + a(u(t), <p) + a(D,u(t), <p) = 0 V<p g H\Q), «(/) e Ñl(Q),
i.e., a(TD2u(t), <p) + a(u(t), <p) + aa(TD,u(t), <p) = 0.
Then, with u(t) = Dtu(t), we have TD,ù(t) + u(t) + aTu(t) = 0, and parallel to the treatment in [1] and [5] , an evolution equation for U(t) = [u(t),ù(t)]T:
( If we define
this being the seminorm induced by the bilinear form
we see that (1.11) |||//igilo -llltf»lll-,.A, P > 1, for U" g s;(ß) X L2(Û) [5] .
Energy estimates are readily obtained from (1.10), parallel to the derivations of (1.4) and (1.5), in this case using the skew-adjointness of Jh and
o 77 (see [5] ). Thus we have (1.12) Illt^iOIII-/.* < 111^(0)111-,.*, p>0,t>0.
We choose U0%h = [P¿«0, 7>"0i.0]r -PAl/0, where P": H\Q) X L2(ß) -^ Srh X S¿ denotes the projection with respect to (( •, • ))0, i.e.,
This is in accordance with the choice of initial data in [5] . Approximation-Theoretic Results: The following approximation-theoretic results are well known ( [5] and [7] ) and will be used repeatedly:
(1.14)
\\v-P1v\\_p^chP+q\\v\\ii, -l<p<r-2,H?<r, (1.15) \\v -P°v\\-P< chp + ,l\\v\\q 0</7<r,0<<?<r, and hence, (1.16) |||F-P,K|||_/;<c/i'' + «-1|||F|||i_1, 0</><r-l,l<9<r.
We also have, from (1.9), (1.17) \\\(J -Jh)V\\\-p ^ chP+"-l\\\V\\\q-2, Q<p<r-\,\<q<r, and ill8) lllK|||_,.*<c{|||K|||_, + A'|||K|||o}, V <= H\Q) X L2(Q),
We now present the convergence analysis for the approximation of second-order hyperbolic equations with dissipation, following the ideas of Baker and Bramble [1] , Geveci [5] and Thomée [7] .
In Section 2 we obtain estimates in the energy and negative norms when the approximation to the initial data is the projection onto the approximating space Srh(ti) X Srh(ti), as defined by (1.13).
In Section 3 we discuss fully discrete approximations generated by a class of 'acceptable' rational functions, as defined by Hersh and Kato [6] .
In Section 4 we give estimates for the convergence of higher-order time derivatives in the semidiscrete case, that is, for \\\D¡U(t) -DfUh(t)\\\-p, 0 < p < r -1. Uh(t) = e^ + aJ^PhU0 = e-A°»PhU0.
We now construct single-step fully discrete approximations to (1.2). Let r be a rational function such that [6] : The following lemmas will be applied in the derivation of the error estimate for U(t) -W", t = nk:
We first note that -AQ h is a dissipative operator, since for all U g Srh(ü) X Srh(ü) we have
Since Lh = (Th\Sr)~x this reduced to -a(ù, ù) + 2i Im a(u, u). Therefore Re((U, -AaJJ))0 < 0. The operator -Aah therefore generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup. The result follows.
As in [1] and [5] , we define an auxiliary function U¿k) = [u0k), U0k)]T, with jj(k) G fjoc^ x #oo(Q) and (3.5) lllí/0W|||í+m < Ar-m|||i70|||" (3.6) Wo -U¿k)\\\-P < kq+P\\\UQ\\\q, m,p,q>0.
Theorem 2. Assume U0 G (Hq+l(ü) X Hq(tt)) n (7/s + 1(ß) X Hs(íl)). Then, for 2<<7<r, 2 < 5 < p + 1, nk = t ^ t*, \\\W" -U(nk)\\\0 < e(/*, «){A"-1|||c/0|||(? + fe-Wollb}.
Proof. We first note that MW" -!/(«*) |||0 < 111^" -Uh(nk)\\\0 + \\\Uh(nk) -tf(«*)|||0.
From Proposition 1, we have (3.7) \\\Uh(nk) -U(nk)\\\0 < c(t*, ajA«-1^...,, so that it remains for us to estimate W" -Uh(nk) = r»(-kAa,h)P"U0 -e~"kA*>PhU0
= {r"(-kAaM)-e-»k^}PhU+ {r"(-kAa,h)-e-k^}Ph(U0-U¿ki).
We estimate the second term:
lll{'"(-*A.,J -e-"k^}Ph(U0 -Itf*>)|||0 We now apply result (3.35) of [5] , namely ||UaAj+1l/0<*»|||o < c(|||tf0|||, + k-f-»h<-l\\\U0\\\,), to obtain (3.11) |||F"(-A:Aa,A)yr1Aí + 1L/0<A1||o<c(a,í*){rCJ-1|||/70|||.s + A*-1|||c/0|||í}.
Combining (3.7)-(3.11) yields the result of the theorem. D
We also establish negative norm estimates.
Theorem 3. For 2 < g < r, 2 < ¿ < ? + 1,1 < /) < r -1, nk = t ^ t*, we have HI»"'-Uh(nk)\\\-p<c(t*,a){hP + q-1\\\U0\\\q+k*-1\\\U0\\\s}.
Proof. The estimates (3.13) and (3.14) follow from (3.12), by using the energy estimate of Theorem 2. In fact, \\\W" -U"(nk)\\\-P < c{\\\W" -Uh(nk)\\\-P,h + h"\\\W" -Uh(nk)\\\0) < c(t*,a){hP + q-1\\\U0\\\q + k^lWUß^,} + c(t*,a)h»{hq~1\\\U0\\\q + k'-mu^} <c(t*,a){h^q-1\\\U0\\\q+(k^1 + ^-^"niUoWl^};
and HI»"'-Uh(nk)\\\.p^c(t*,a){hP + q^1\\\U0\\\q+(ks-1 + k^h^WWoWl) < c(t*, a){hr + q-1\\\U0\\\q + k'-'Wß,} .
We proceed to prove (3.12). As in the proof of Theorem 2, we write This is precisely (3.44) of [5] , and applying the result (3.47) of the analysis there, we obtain |||FII(-AAa.Jyr1A,+ 1i/o<*>lll-,.* < c(t*,a){k°-1\\\U0\\\s-l + A'^IHl/olll,}. aUk uh(o) . Phuo, u0 c Rq+l(a) * tiq{a) Öicii IHU(t) -Uh(t)lll0 < c(t*,o) h1'"1IIIU0lllq, 1 < q s r 0 s t < t*.
Ploo*,.
Firstly for q-1, we have
IHU(t) -Uh(t)lll0 s IIIU(t)lll0 + ¡IIUh(t)lll0
by (1.4), (1.12) and since Ph is the projection with respect to ({.,.)). 
